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poration of Delaware 
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1. 
This invention relates to a peak Sha Wing gaS 

rixing control System. - 
Operation of a peak shaving gas mixing plant 

over a relatively long period of time on a fixed 
Schedule of 10% or less of peak Shaving gas by 
volune in the final gas mixture is advantageous, 
Such operation affords the most economical use 
of auxiliary gas consistent with Satisfactory con 
Sunner appliance utilization. The Copending 
Schmidt and Warner application Serial. No. 
652,431, filed March 6, 1946, now U. S. Patent 
2,608,199, granted August 26, 1952, discloses a 
peak shaving gas mixing apparatus which is 
particularly adapted to such operation. 
The present invention has aS One of its pri 

mary objects to provide an improved peak shav 
ing gas mixing plant control system affording 
the aforementioned type of operation. 
Another object is to provide a control system 

which normally functions to maintain peak 
shaving gas mixing at a predetermined fixed 
volumetric basis and which functions in re 
sponse to failure or deficiency of base gas sup 
ply to afford Supply of peak shaving gas on a 
100% or increased percentage basis and at a 
heating value insuring satisfactory consumer 
appliance utilization, and - 
Another object is to provide a system of the 

aforementioned character including calorimetric 
control and indicating means of a novel type. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

Will hereinafter appear. . - 
The accompanying drawing illustrates a pre 

ferred embodiment of the invention Which will 
now be described, it being understood that the 
embodiment disclosed is susceptible of various 
modifications in respect of details. Without, de 
parting from the Scope of the appended claims. 
The Single figure of the drawing illustrates 

Schematically and diagrammatically a fully auto 
natic peak shaving gas mixing control system 
constructed in accordance with the invention. 

Referring to the drawing, the numeral 5 desig 
nates a conduit through which a base gas, such 
as natural gas or carburated water gas, is adapt 
ed to flow. Conduit 5 is provided with a meter 
ing device in the form of a fixed orifice 6. Any 
Suitable means (not shown) may be employed 
for insuring maintenance of a predetermined 
preSSure of the base gas at the upstream side 
of Orifice 6, whereby a predetermined lower pres 
Sure will normally be provided on the down 
stream side of said orifice. By way of example 
let it be assumed that the base gas flowing in 
conduit 5 has a total heating value of 540 B. t. u. 
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per cubic foot. Conduit 5 at the downstream 
side of orifice 6 merges With a conduit which 
may be assumed to be connected with a distri 
bution Systein. 
Peak Shaving gas, Such as propane, may be 

assumed to be supplied from any Suitable source 
(not shown) at a fixed Supply pressure to a con 
duit 8 which is connected to conduit through 
a conduit 9. Conduit 8 has a SSociated thereWith 
a by-paSS conduit (0. 
Air may be aSSumed to be supplied fron any 

Suitable Source (not shown) at a fixed supply 
pressure to a conduit f, which merges with con 
duit 9. As will be appreciated the peak shaving 
gas and air foWing in Conduits 8 and fi Inix in 
conduit 9 to form a peak shaving gas-air mixture 
which flows into conduit 7 to supplement, the 
base gas Supplied to the latter conduit. 
Conduit 8 is provided with a flow control valve 

in the form of a butterfly valve 2 which is con 
nected to a piston 3, movable in a cylinder 4, 
by the medium of linkage 5, 6 and 7. Cylin 
der 4 has connecting interiorly thereof at op 
posite ends the pipes 8 and 9 which terminate 
at open ends adjacent the end of a nozzle 298. 
of a ratio controller 20. 

Ratio controller 29 is of the general character 
fisclosed in the Wunsch Patent No. 1,558,529. 
More particularly controller 20 includes upper 
and lower diaphragms 2b and 20c, respectively. 
The upper and lower sides of diaphragm 2Gb are 
subjected to the fluid pressure at the upstream 
and downstream sides, respectively, or orifice 6, 
through the medium of pipes 2 and 22. A mem 
ber 20d rigidly connected to diaphragm 29b bears 
against the upper side of nozzle 20a. The lower 
and upper Sides of diaphragm 290 are subjected 
to the fluid pressures at the upstream and down 
Stream Sides of a restriction valve in the form of 
a butterfly valve 23 in conduit 8, through the 
medium of pipes 24 and 25, respectively. A 
member 20e rigidly connected to diaphragm 28c 
bears against the bottom side of nozzle 23a. 
When fluid under pressure is flowing through 
nozzle 20a controller 20 functions to balance the 
preSSure drop across orifice 6 against the pres 
sure drop across valve 23, and actuates valve ?2 
through movement of piston 3 to maintain a 
constant ratio between these pressure drops. 
Thus the peak shaving gas flowing in conduit 8 
is maintained in a constant volumetric ratio to 
the base gas flowing in conduit 5. 
The volumetric ratio between the base gas and 

peak shaving gas is determined by the adjust 
inent of valve 23 through the medium of hand 
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Setting mechanism schematically depicted by 
Illineral 26. Such hand-setting mechanism can 
be of any preferred form permitting adjustment 
of Valve 23 to any selected position between 
closed and fully open positions. 

Conduit, 8 is additionally provided With a 
metering valve in the form of butterfly waive 27. 
Walve 2 is connected by suitable linkage 28, 29 
and 30 to a piston 3 which moves in a cylinder 
32. Cylinder 32 has connecting interiorly there 
Of, at Opposite ends, pipes 33 and 34 which termi 
nate at Open ends adjacent the end of a nozzle 
35 of a pressure drop regulator 35. 

Regulator 35 is provided with a diaphragm 35b 
which is Subjected on its lower and upper sides 
to the fluid preSSures at the upstream and down 
stream sides, respectively, of valve 27, through 
the medium of pipes 36 and 37. A member 
35° rigidly connected to diaphragm 35b bears 
against the bottom side of nozzle 35a. A loading 
Spring 35d abuts at its lower end against the upper 
Side of nozzle 35 and at its upper end bears 
against an abutment 35e. Regulator 35 functions 
in response to changes in the pressure drop across 
valve 27 to effect movement of piston 3 to ad 
just the valve 27 So that the pressure drop across 
the latter will be maintained constant. 
Valve 27 is connected by suitable linkage 38, 

39 and 40 to a corresponding metering valve in 
the form of a butterfly valve 4 in conduit f. 
The linkage 38, 39 and 49 is so arranged and pro 
portioned that upon a given adjustment of valve 
27 valve 4f will be given a corresponding pro 
portional adjustment, thereby maintaining the 
areas of Opening of valves 2 and 4 in fixed ratio. 
Conduit f is additionally provided with a flow 

control valve in the form of a butterfly valve 42, 
Which is connected by Suitable linkage 43, 44 and 
45 to a piston 46 moving in a cylinder 4. Cylin 
der 4 has connecting interiorly therewith, at op 
posite ends, the pipes 48 and 49 which terminate 
at open ends adjacent the end of a nozzle 50 a. 
of a pressure difference regulator 50. 

Regulator 50 is provided with a diaphragm 56b 
which is Subjected on its upper and lower sides 
to the fluid pressures at the upstream and down 
stream sides of valve if, respectively, through the 
medium of pipes 5 and 52. A member 5 ec rigidly 
Secured to diaphragm 50 bears against the upper 
Side of nozzle 508. A spring 53d is interposed be 
tween the lower side of nozzle 508 and an adjust 
able abutment 50e. The degree of compression of 
Spring 50 may be initially manually adjusted in 
any Suitable manner to preselect the value of pres 
Sure drop valve 4, and hence the angular posi 
tion of valve 42, for any given adjustment of 
Valve 4. Spring 50d is subject, to adjustment of 
its degree of compression by operation of a 
reversible electric motor 53, through the medium 
of reduction gearing 54 and an associated crank 
55 to effect an increase and decrease in compres 
Sion of Such Spring. As will be hereinafter more 
fully explained motor 53 is controlled by a B. t. u. 
controller generally designated by the encom 
passing broken line 56. 
By-pass conduit 0 merges at its upstream end 

with conduit 8 at the upstream side of flow con 
trol valve 2 and at its downstream end with 
conduit 8 at a point between restriction valve 23 
and metering valve 2. Conduit is provided 
With a pressure regulator 5 having a valve seat 
37, a Valve plug 57b, an operating stem 57c and 
a diaphragm 5d. Stem 57 c is connected to dia 
phragm 5d and plug 57b to move the latter rela 
tive to the Seat 57 in response to movement of 
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4. 
diaphragm 57d. Diaphragm 57 d has a member 
57 Secured to its upper surface and a pivotally 
Supported lever 57 bears against member 57e. 
A Weight 57g adjustably carried on lever 57 f is 
provided to adjust the loading on the upper side 
of diaphragm, 57d. The lower side of diaphragm 
57d is Subjected to the pressure of the mixed 
auxiliary gas and air in conduit 9 through the 
medium of a pipe 58. 

Lever 57 of regulator 57 is adapted to engage 
the movable contactor of an electric switch 59 
which may be assumed to be normally biased to 
Open-circuit position. The loading of regulator 
57 by weight 57e will move plug 57b down and 
off of Seat 578 when the pressure in conduit 9 
falls appreciably below a predetermined value. 
Under Such condition Switch 59 will open under 
its bias. It may be assumed that when the pres 
Sure in conduit 9 exceeds said predetermined 
value lever 57 will assume the position depicted 
in the drawing - wherein it holds switch 59 in 
closed position against its bias. 
Switch 59 has its left-hand stationary contact 

Connected through a conductor 60 to a junction 
point X in an electrical network of B. t. u. con 
troller 56. The right-hand stationary contact 
of SWitch 59 is connected to adjusting element 
6 of a rheostat 6. Rheostat 6 has a resist 
ance element 6 b which has a single end ter 
minal 6, and said rheostat has a contact 6d 
adjacent but electrically isolated from the upper 
end of resistance element 6 b. Adjusting element 
6a is mechanically connected to valve 23 by 
Suitable linkage 62a, 62b and 620, through the 
medium of which it is adapted to be positioned 
On resistance element 68 in accordance With the 
adjustment Selected for valve 23. Terminal 6 C 
of resistance element 6 is connected through a 
resistor 63, and normally closed contacts 64. 
of a SWitch 64 to the right hand terminal of the 
resistance element 65% of a potentiometer theo 
Stat. 65 of controller 56. 

B. t. ul. controller 56 is similar to that shown 
in the Schmidt Patent No. 2,238,606, issued April 
15, 1941. Controller 56 has associated therewith 
a calorimetric device 66, which may be assumed 
to be of the type shown in the aforementioned 
patent. Calorimetric device 66 is supplied with 
a continuous Sample of the peak shaving gas-air 
mixture flowing in conduit 9 through the mediunn 
of a pipe 67. 
The left-hand terminal of the resistance ele 

ment 658 of rheostat 65 is connected in Series with 
a resistor 68 to junction point X and Said resist 
ance element has its right-hand terminal con 
nected in Series With a tank temperature com 
pensating resistor RT, located in calorimetric de 
vice S6, a resistor 69, the resistance element 9a of 
a potentiometer rheostat 70, a battery and a 
Variable resistor 2. A resistor 3 is Connected 
between junction point X and the point common 
between resistor RT and resistor 69. 

Calorimetric device 66 is provided with an elec 
tro-thermocouple 74 comprising Series connected 
cold and hot junctions CJ and H.J. Junction 
HJ is connected in series with the contacts 64b 
of Switch 64, galvanometer G, and contactS 64 
of said switch to the adjusting element 65b of 
potentiometer rheostat 65. Junction CJ is con 
nected to ground and to junction point X, 
The point common between the right-hand 

contact of contacts 64b and galvanometer G is 
connectable through contacts 75a of a SWitch 75 
to junction point X. The point common between 
galvanometer G and the right-hand contact of 
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contacts 64c is connectable through contact 75 
of switch 75 and a standard cell SC to adjusting 
element Ob of rheostat G. Switches 64 and 5 
are mechanically interlocked through a pivoted 
toggle lever 6 so that when switch 4 is closed 
Switch 75 is Open and Vice versa. 
Galvanometer G is mechanically connected to 

adjusting element 65 of rheostat 65 and Said ad 
justing element is mechanically coupled to the 
movable contactor a of a Switch which haS 
a pair of stationary contacts Tib and . The 
arrangement is such that defection of galva 
nometer G to either side of its neutral point Wii 
cause corresponding movement of adjusting ele 
ment 65a and contactor 8. In practice galva 
nometer G would not actually afford the drive, 
but control the device afforded drive from ail 
auxiliary driving source as shown and described 
in the aforementioned Schmidt patent. 
The aforementioned reversible motor 53 is Con 

nectable to a supply line L1 of an electrical SWitch 
through a normally open Switch 8 which is peri 
odically closed through the medium of a rotating 
calm 9 driven by a motor 8 connected a CIOSS 
supply lines L1 and I of said Supply circuit. 
Contactor a of Switch it is connected to line 
L2 and contacts 7b and c are connected to ter 
minals T1 and T2, respectively, of notor 53. 
Motor 53 has a terminal T3 directly connected 
to supply line L. 

Let it be assumed that with a base gas consist 
ing of carburated water gas being Supplied to 
conduit 5 at a preselected supply pressure that 
it is desired to mix with it peak shaving gas, con 
sisting of a propane-air mixture, in Such pro 
portion that the mixed gas flowing in conduit 
will consist of 10% peak shaving gaS by Volume. 
Valve 23 is given a setting through the medium 
of hand-setting mechanism 26 which will afford 
mixed gas having the aforementioned proportion 
of peak shaving gas. Ratio controllier 2 Will 
function in the manner aforedescribed to adjust 
flow control valve 2 in the auxiliary gas COil 
duit 8 so that the flow of the auxiliary gas Will be 
proportional to the flow of base gas at all-times. 
Pressure difference regulator 35 Will function to 
maintain a constant pressure drop acroSS netter 
ing valve 27. Valve 4 in air conduit Will be 
opened to the same degree as valve 2. So that the 
ratio of areas of opening of valves 3 and re 
main constant. Controller 5 functions to ad 
just flow control valve 2 so that the flow of air 
in conduit will produce a pressure drop acroSS 
valve 4 depending on the loading of Spring 56. 
With this loading fixed, flow of peak Shaving gaS 
through valve 27 and flow of air through Vaive 
is will then remain in fixed proportion. Chang 
ing the loading of spring 53d changes the ratio 
of flows and the heating value of the mixture in 
conduit 9. If the pressure of the mixed gas fiOW 
ing in conduit, is above a predetermined preS 
sure, pressure regulator 5 will assume the “valve 
closed' condition depicted in the drawing and 
switch 59 will be closed as depicted. 
With Switch 59 closed, and valve 23 set for 

10% or less peak shaving, contact 6: Will be in 
contact with terminal 6i, and with contact 64 
closed, resistor 63 will be connected across re 
sistor 68 and potentiometer 35, to thereby reduce 
the current fow through and the potentials acroSS 
resistors 68 and 65. With valve 23 Set for OWei 
ten per cent peak shaving, portions of rheostat 
6 are included with resistor 63 in this paralle 
circuit reducing the potential acroSS resistoi's 68 
and 65 to a lesser eXtent. Resistance values of 
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6 
rheostat 6 and 63 are selected so that the po 
tential across resistors 68 and 65 are propor 
tional to the value of heating Value of the peak 
shaving mixture which will not cause problems 
in the utilization of the mixture of peak Shaving 
gas and base gas. Thus, at 10% or less peak. 
shaving, this potential Would be equal to the po 
tential generated by thermocouple 4 when the 
heating value of gas in conduit 9 had a heating 
value equal to that of the base gaS. With valve 23 
set for higher percentage of peak shaving, rheo 
stat, 6 night be in the position shown With sec 
tion e to included in the circuit, requiring 
a higher potential from thermocouple 4 to main 
tain slider 85 at the control point. 
The E. M. F. of thermocouple 14 in calorimet 

ric device 66 of couise varies in a well knoWnian 
ner in accordance With the Variation in B. t. U. 
content of the auxiliary gas-air mixture Supplied 
through sainpling pipe 67. Change in E. M. F. 
of thernocouple A effects an unbalance in the 
potentials to which galvanometer G in controller 
56 is subjected and its movable element (not 
shown) noves fron its neutral pOSition and ef 
fects a corresponding movement of adjusting 
element, 55b of rheostat 65 and contactor a 
of Switch Ti from their respective balance and 
center positions, which may be assumed to be 
those depicted in the drawing. ContactOf 
when so moved engages with either contact lib 
or c, depending upon the direction of nove 
nent of the nowable eleinent in gavan Oetter G. 
When contactor a engages with contact it cir 
cuit connections are thereby established for notor 
53 to afford Operation of the latter in One direc 
tion in small increments of rotation in response 
to the periodic closure of Switch 8 by can 9 
which may be aSSumed to be continuously di'iVeil 
by motor 80. Similarly, when contactor if en 
gages With contact to circuit connections alie 
thereby established for notor 53 enabling its 
Operation in the reverse direction in Sinal incre 
ments of rotation under the control of Switch 23. 
Operation of motor 53, as aforeindicated, ef 

fects a readjustment of the tension of spring 53d 
in Controller 5 SO that the latter will thereafter 
function to afford a different degree of opening 
of valve 42 for the same degree opening of valve 
Af. Such change in degree of opening of valve 
62 changes the Volunetric proportion of air in 
the auxiliary gaS-air mixture flowing in conduit 
9, thereby effecting an increase or decrease in 
the heating value of Such mixture as the case 
may be. 
When the heating value of the adjusted aux 

iliary gaS-air mixture approaches the value 
Which controller 56 is set to maintain, the poten 
tials to which galvanometer G is subjected ap 
proach a balance and When ultimately balanced 
the movable element of the galvanometer again 
attains its neutral position and adjusting ele 
rent 65b of rheostat 65 and contactor ia. Of 
Switch TT to attain their respective balance and 
Center positions as depicted in the drawing. As 
a result, operation of motor 53 ceases until a 
Condition of potential unbalance in galvanome 
ter G again OCCurS. 
The foregoing description of operation of 

course does not indicate the manner of function 
ing of the aforedescribed potentiometer circuit 
of controller 56. For a more complete under 
Standing of how COntroller 56 functions reference 
should be made to the aforementioned Schmidt, 
patent. 
The aforedescribed condition of operation of 
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the system presupposes that the contacts of 
SWitch 64 are closed and that the contacts of 
Switch 75 are open as depicted in the drawing. 
Closing of the contacts of switch 75 and opening 
of the contacts of SWitch 6, enables calibration 
of controller 56 and adjustment to compensate 
for deterioration of battery 7 as is fully ex 
plained in the aforementioned Schmidt patent. 
It Will be noted that opening of SWitch contacts 
insures that adjustable rheostat 6 and resistor 
63 will be disconnected from circuit regardless 
of the positioning of Switch 59. 

If during operation of the Systern the Supply 
of base gas should completely fail, or fall to a 
very low value, pressure regulator 57 will re 
Spond to move to “valve open' position thereby 
opening by-pass conduit 0 around valves 2 
and 23, and also effecting opening of Switch 59. 
Opening of Switch 59 effects disconnection of 
rheostat 6 and resistor 63 from the potentione 
ter circuit of controller 56. 
When rheostat 6 and resistor 63 are discon 

nected from the potentiometer circuit of con 
troller 56 the latter functions to maintain a 
higher heating value of the auxiliary gas-air 
mixture flowing in conduit 9. In other Words, 
the effective control point of the controller is 
increased. Thus aSSunning that the controller 
before opening of switch 59 was functioning to 
maintain the auxiliary gas-air mixture at 540 
B. t. u./cu.-ft., with Such mixture comprising 
10% by volume of the base gas-peak shaving gas 
mixture flowing in conduit T, Controller 56 Will 
function upon opening of Switch 59 to maintain 
the heating value of the auxiliary gas-air mix 
ture at 700 B. t. u./cu.-ft. AS indicated in the 
aforementioned Schmidt and Warner patent, 
When the gas Supplied to consumer appliances 
consists of 100% peak shaving gas the latter 
must have a heating value of 700 B. t. u./cu.-ft. 
to insure satisfactory appliance utilization. 
Peak shaving at this latter heating value at less 
than 100% peak shaving is objectionable only 
due to economic consideration. 
Thus controller 56 should be calibrated to 

inaintain a heating value of 700 B. t. u./Cul.-ft. 
with switch 59 open, assuming a base gas Com 
prising carburated water gas with a heating 
value of 540 B. t, u./cu.-ft., and an auxiliary 
gas comprising propane having a heating value 
of 2500 B. t. u/cu.-ft. If other base gas, Such 
as natural gas, is used, then the use of propane 
as the auxiliary gas requires that the control 
point of controller 56 be set to maintain a high 
ei heating value, depending upon known inter 
changeability factors. 
With switch 59 closed, controller 56 will then 

function to maintain a heating value of the aux 
iliary gas-air mixture flowing in conduit 9 at a 
lower value as determined by what portion of re 
sistance element 6 b of rheostat 6 is effectively 
in circuit. The position of resistance element 

b which will be effectively in circuit is of course 
determined by the adjustment of adjusting ele 
ment 6 a which is in turn determined by the 
adjustment of valve 23. Under normal condi 
tions. With Supply of peak shaving gas Scheduled 
On a basis of 10% by Volume of the base gas 
neak Shaving gas mixture and With restriction 
valve 23 set to afford such proportion, adjusting 
element 6 a should be set to afford inclusion of 
that amount of resistance element 6 b, which 
together in Series with resistor 63 Will cause con 
troller 56 to function to maintain a heating value 
of the auxiliary gas-air mixture flowing in con 
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8 
duit 9 at the heating value of the base gas. AS 
will be appreciated When the mixing of peak 
shaving gas is scheduled on a higher proportion 
than 10% by volume of the resultant base gas 
peak shaving gas mixture, restriction valve 23 
will be opened to a further degree. Correspond 
ingly adjusting element 68 of rheostat 6i, 
through the medium of linkage 62, 63 and 6A, 
will be adjusted to include a greater amount 
of resistance element 6b in circuit with the po 
tentiometer circuit of controller 56, thereby ef 
fecting a corresponding increase in heating 
value of the auxiliary gas-air mixture which 
controller 56 Will be set to maintain. 

- In order to stabilize potentiometer current in 
dependent of the condition of the parallel cil 
cuit including switch 59, rheostat 6f and resistor 
63, a switch 64a is included in this circuit. Switch 
648 is part of standardizing switch 64 which is 
mechanically coupled to switch 75. In the draw 
ing these switches are shown in the operating 
position. In the Standardizing position 63 is 
opened and 75 closed. Galvanometer G is then 
Connected in Series with standard cell SC, the 
left hand portion of resistor element 8a of po 
tentiometer G and resistol 69 across resistor 13, 
and Such Series connected combination is also 
in parallel with the series combination of re 
sistor RT, resistance element 65a of potention 
eter 65 and resistor 68, which latter Series coin 
bination is likewise connected across resistol 3. 
The circuit including resistors S3 and 6 is open 
circuited by switch 648. Battery rheostat 2 may 
then be adjusted to balance Standard cell Volt 
age against the voltage drop acroSS this circuit 
as fully described in the aforementioned Schilicit 
patent, the setting of 70 being adjusted to pro 
duce balance of 65 at the control point when the 
heating value of the peak Shaving mixture is at 
the correct value for 100% replaceinent of base 
8.a.S. 
The System further comprises a potenticinete 

circuit 84 forming part of a heating value re 
corder. This circuit is similar to the circuit de 
Scribed in Schmidt patent and operates on the 
same thermocouple f4 forming part of calorin 
eter 56. A thermometer RT forming part of the 
circuit is included in calorimeter 6. An 85 of 
potentiometer is mechanically connected to an 
indicator and recording pen (not shown) to give 
an indication and record of peak shaving mix 
ture heating value. 

The System further comprises a potentioineter 
circuit 84 for control of a B. t. u. Irecorder (not 
ShoWI)). This potentiometer circuit, which is in 
certain respectS Similar to that aforedescribed 
in Connection with controller 56 will now be de 
scribed. 
A resistor 85 is connected at its left-hand end 

through a conductor 85 to the point common to 
cold junction CJ of thermocouple i3 and the 
ground to which Said junction is connected. Re 
Sistor 85 is connected at its right-hand end in 
Series with resistance element 8a of a pote:- 
tioneter rheostat 87, a compensating thermorn 
eter resistor RTI in calorimetric device G6, 2nd 
a resistor 88 to junction Z which is connor to 
conductor 86 and its aforementioned left-hand. 
A resistor 89 is connected at its left-hand end to 
the point common between resistor RT1 and re 
Sistor 88, and its right-hand end is connected in 
Series with resistance element Sea of a poten 
tioneter rheostat 90, a battery 9 , and an ad 
justable resistor 92 to junction point Z. A galva 
nometer G is connected at its left-hand side in 
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series with normally closed contacts 93 of switch 
93 to the point common between hot junction 
HJ of thermocouple 74 in calorimetric device 66 
and the left-hand contact of contacts 64 of switch 
64. Galvanometer G1 is connected at its right 
hand side in series with normally closed con 
tacts 93b of rheostat 93 to adjusting element 87 
of rheostat 87. The point common between the 
right-hand contact of contacts 93 and galva 
nometer G1 is connectable through normally 
open contacts 94% of a switch. 94 to conductor 86. 
The point common between the right-hand con 
tact of contacts 93b and galvanometer G is con 
nectable through normally open contacts 94 of 
switch 94, and in series with a standard cell SC 
to adjusting element 96 of rheostat 90. 
Switches 93 and 94 are mechanically inter 

locked, as schematically depicted by the pivoted 
toggle lever 95, so that when switch 93 is closed 
switch 94 is open and vice versa. 
Galvanometer G may be assumed to have a 

movable element (not shown) which is deflected 
to either side of its neutral position in response 
to variations in E. M. F. of thermocouple 16 in 
a manner similar to that aforedescribed in con 
nection with galvanometer G of controller 56. 
Thus a recording device, such as shown in the 
aforementioned Schmidt patent can be controlled 
so that a continuous record of instantaneous 
variations in heating value of the auxiliary gas 
air mixture fiowing in conduit 9 Will be had. 

I claim: 
1. In a system for mixing a base gas and a 

supplementary gas in fixed preselected volumetric 
proportions, the combination with means afford 
ing flow of a base gas and a supplementary gas, 
of means responsive to variations in the rate of 
flow of base gas to maintain the flow of Supple 
mentary gas in a preselected volumetric propor 
tion to the flow of base gas, calorimetric means 
responsive to variations in heating value of the 
supplementary gas, control means associated With 
said calorimeteric means normally acting to 
maintain the heating value of the Supplementary 
gas at a given value, means including preSSure 
responsive means for effecting an increase in the 
volumetric proportionality of the Supplementary 
gas to base gas when the supply of base gas and 
the preselected proportion of Supplementary gas 
fails to meet the demand, and means under the 
control of said pressure responsive means for 
causing said control means to thereafter main 
tain the heating value of the Supplementary gas 
at another given higher value. 

2. In a system for mixing a base gas and a peak 
shaving gas in a fixed preselected volumetric pro 
portion, the combination with means affording 
flow of a base gas and a peak shaving gas, of 
means responsive to variations in the rate of flow 
of base gas to maintain the flow of peak shaving 
gas in a preselected volumetric proportion to the 
fiow of base gas, calorimetric means responsive 
to variations in heating value of the peak shaV 
ing gas, control means under the direction of 
said calorimetric means normally acting to main 
tain the heating value of the peak shaving gas 
at the same value as that of the base gaS, means 
including pressure responsive means for effecting 
increase in the volumetric proportionality of peak 
shaving gas to base gas when the Supply of base 
gas and the preselected proportion of peak shav 
ing gas fails to meet the demand, and Ineans 
under the control of Said pressure responsive 
means for causing said control means to there 
after maintain the heating value of the peak 
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shaving gas at that value required for satisfac 
tory appliance utilization when supplied with 
100% peak shaving gas. 

3. In a system for mixing a base gas and a 
supplementary gas in a fixed preselected volu 
metric proportion, in combination, means afford 
ing supply and flow of a base gas, means for 
effecting flow and mixing of a peak shaving gas 
and air comprising a conduit affording flow of 
peak shaving gas, means including Valve means 
in said conduit responsive to variations in the 
rate of flow of base gas to maintain the flow of 
peak shaving gas in a preselected volumetric 
proportion to that of the base gas, a second con 
duit affording flow of air, means including a by 
pass conduit section around said valve means and 
a pressure responsive valve normally closing said 
conduit section whenever the pressure of the peak 
shaving gas-air mixture is above a given value 
and responding to decrease in pressure below said 
given value to open said conduit Section and 
afford flow of peak shaving gas at an increased 
volumetric rate and means including valve means 
in said second conduit for normally maintaining 
the flow of air in constant volumetric proportion 
to that of the peak shaving gas, and means for 
controlling the heating value of the peak shav 
ing gas-air mixture comprising calorimetric 
means continuously subjected to the peak Shaving 
gas-air mixture, additional valve means in Said 
second conduit controlled by Said calorimetric 
means to afford change in the volumetric propor 
tion of air to that of the peak shaving gas in 
accordance with instantaneous changes in the 
heating value of the peak shaving gas-air mixture 
and means under the control of said pressure re 
sponsive valve normally conditioning said calori 
metric means to maintain the heating value of 
the peak shaving gas-air mixture at a given value 
whenever said conduit section is closed and 
affording in response to opening of Said conduit 
section conditioning of said calorimetric means 
to maintain the heating value of the peak shaving 
gas-air mixture at another given higher value. 

4. In a system for mixing a base gas and a 
liquid petroleum gas-air mixture in a fixed pre 
selected volumetric proportion, in Combination, 
means affording supply and flow of a base gas, 
means for effecting flow and mixing of a liquid 
petroleum gas and air comprising a conduit 
affording flow of a liquid petroleum gas, means 
including valve means in said conduit responsive 
to variations in rate of flow of base gas to main 
tain the flow of petroleum gas in a preselected 
volumetric proportion to that of said base gas, a 
second conduit affording flow of air, means in 
cluding valve means in said second conduit re 
sponsive to variations in rate of flow of petroleum 
gas to normally maintain the flow of air in that 
volumetric proportion to the petroleum gas as 
will afford the same heating value of the petro 
leum gas-air mixture as that of said base gas, 
means including a by-pass conduit section around 
the valve means in the first mentioned conduit and a pressure responsive valve normally closing 
said conduit section whenever the pressure of the 
petroleum gas-air mixture is above a given value 
and responding to decrease in pressure of the 
latter mixture below Said given value to open said 
conduit Section to afford increased Volumetric 
rate of flow of petroleum gas, and means for 
controlling the heating value of the petroleum 
gas-air mixture comprising calorimetric means 
continuously subjected to the petroleum gas-air 
mixture, additional valve means in said second 
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conduit controlled by said calorimetric means to 
afford change in the volumetric proportion of air 
to that of the petroleum gas in accordance with 
instantaneous variations in the heating value of 
the latter mixture and means under the control 
of said pressure responsive valve normally con 
ditioning said calorimetric means to maintain 
the heating value of the petroleum gas-air mix 
ture at the aforementioned value whenever Said 
conduit Section is closed and affording in response 
to opening of said conduit section conditioning 
of said calorimetric means to thereafter maintain 
the heating value of the petroleun gaS-air mix 
ture at that value required for satisfactory appli 
ance utilization when supplied with 100% petro 
leum gas-air mixture by Volume. 

5. In a System for mixing a base gaS and a 
supplementary gas in a fixed preselected volu 
metric proportion, in combination, means afford 
ing Supply and flow of a base gaS, means for 
effecting flow and mixing of an auxiliary gas and 
air comprising a Conduit affording flow of an 
auxiliary gas, a second conduit affording flow of 
air, means responsive to variations in the rate of 
flow of base gas including a valve in the first 
mentioned conduit and a fixed but adjustable 
valve in said first mentioned conduit for main 
taining flow of auxiliary gas in a preselected volu 
metric proportion to that of the base gas, means 
including a conduit section providing a by-paSS 
around the first mentioned and adjustable valves 
in the first mentioned conduit and a preSSure re 
sponsive valve acting to maintain Said Conduit 
section closed whenever the pressure of the aux 
iliary gas-air mixture is above a given value and 
responding to decrease in pressure of the auxil 
iary gas-air mixture below the aforementioned 
value to open said conduit section to provide in 
creased rate of flow of auxiliary gas and means 
responsive to variations in the rate of flow of 
auxiliary gas including a third valve in Said first 
mentioned conduit and a fourth Valve in Said Sec 
ond conduit for normally maintaining the flow of 
air in a preselected constant volumetric propor 
tion to that of Said auxiliary gaS, and IleanS for 
controlling the heating value per unit Volume of 
the auxiliary gas-air mixture comprising a fifth 
valve in said second conduit, a regulator having 
control point adjusting means and being respon 
Sive to Valiations in preSSure drop a CrOSS Said 
fourth valve for controlling the adjustment of 
said fifth valve, calorimetric means continuously 
subjected to the auxiliary gas-air mixture and 
responding to instantaneous variations in heating 
value thereof to effect through the medium of said 
control point adjusting means readjustment of 
the control point of Said regulator and means 
Subject to control by Said preSSure responsive 
valve normally conditioning said calorimetric 
means for maintaining a preselected heating 
value of the auxiliary gas-air mixture whenever 
said by-pass conduit Section is closed and afford 
ing in response to opening of Said by-pass con 
duit a predetermined increase in heating value of 
the auxiliary gaS-air mixture thereafter main 
tained by said calorimetric means. 
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6. In a System for mixing a base gas and a 

supplementary gas in a fixed preselected volu 
metric proportion, in Combination, means afford 
ing supply and flow of a base gas means for 
effecting flow and mixing of an auxiliary gas and 
air comprising a conduit affording flow of an 
auxiliary gas, a second conduit affording flow of 
air, means responsive to variations in the rate of 
flow of base gas including a valve in the first 
mentioned conduit and a fixed but adjustable 
valve in said first mentioned conduit for main 
taining flow of auxiliary gas in a preselected 
volumetric proportion to the base gas, means in 
cluding a conduit Section providing a by-paSS 
around the first mentioned and adjustable valves 
in the first mentioned conduit and a pressure re 
sponsive valve acting to maintain said conduit 
section closed whenever the pressure of the aux 
iliary gas-air mixture is above a given Value and 
responding to decrease in pressure of the auxil 
iary gas-air mixture below the aforementioned 
value to open said conduit section to provide in 
creased rate of flow of auxiliary gas and means 
responsive to variations in rate of flow of auxil 
iary gas including a third valve in the first men 
tioned conduit and a fourth valve in Said Second 
conduit for maintaining the flow of air in con 
Stant volumetric proportion to that of Said aux 
iliary gas, a fifth valve in said Second conduit, a 
regulator responsive to variations in pressure drop 
across said fourth valve to effect adjustment of 
Said fifth valve and having Control part adjusting 
means under the Control of an electric motor, 
calorimetric means responsive to variations in 
heating Value of the auxiliary gaS-air mixture 
comprising a neaSuring circuit including a po 
tentiometer type rheostat having its adjusting 
element positioned in accordance with changes 
in the heating value of the auxiliary gas-air mix 
ture and SWitch means under the control of the 
rheostat adjusting element for controlling the 
operation of said electric motor, a resistor, and 
means including a Switch under the control of 
said pressure responsive valve for connecting 
said resistor in parallel. With Said rheostat when 
ever the by-pass conduit section is closed to nor 
mally condition said Calorimetric means for 
maintaining a given heating value of the auxil 
iary gaS-air mixture, Said SWitch upon opening of 
said by-pass conduit section affording disconnec 
tion of said resistor to thereby condition said 
calorimetric means to thereafter maintain a pre 
selected higher heating value of the auxiliary 
gas-air mixture. 
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